As a newbie how can I start to learn
machine learning?
Is it all mathematics?
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Don’t listen to anyone who tells you machine learning in the applied machine space is math. They
have no clue what they are talking about.
How to Become a Machine Learning Engineer in the Applied Space
The machine learning engineer is the top job in the world and that trend will likely continue for quite
some time. The pic below is from Indeed, a popular job board.

How do you get there? The answer depends on what skills you already have. If you aren't in an IT role
and don't have programming skills then you are looking at 5-8 years before you're in a real-world role.
If you are in a shortcut role, like a SQL programmer, DBA or Python developer then your learning curve
will be less.
Machine learning engineers are highly technical people. The skills you'll need for the basic role are
wide and deep.

One of the best ways to get a feel for any job is to look at real-world job requirements. Let's check out
one below. What are some of the core components of this job?

Core Job Components for a Machine Learning Engineer
I've been researching the top skills required for a book I'm authoring on handling the technical
machine learning engineering interview. That book is now included in my platform as part of the
course. Here are a few themes I've found after analyzing several hundred jobs.
•

•
•

Education - Education is often listed first. Most companies want at minimum a
bachelors in something. I doesn't have to be an IT related degree. The only time you
need to pay attention to this requirement is when they put a requirement beside the
title. For example, many AI research roles require a PhD.
Experience - The second requirement is experience. This will be dependent upon the
role, however; most companies want some real-world experience.
Languages - Machine learning engineers are programmers. We use languages,
libraries and frameworks. In the post above, notice they require knowledge and
experience with Python, a popular machine learning library known as NumPy and SQL.
Almost all applied machine learning is supervised learning, and that means we build
our models against existing data. No data skills (think SQL), you'll have a hard time in
any real-world IT role and no chance attaining a real-world role as a machine learning
engineer.

•

•

Cloud - Most companies are either moving to the cloud or have some type of hybrid
environment. That means some of their IT infrastructure is in the cloud and some is
on-premise or locally owned by the organization. The big three cloud vendors are
Amazon, their cloud is called AWS, Microsoft, their cloud is called Azure and Google,
their cloud is called GCP. The majority of the roles I analyzed had a cloud requirement.
Libraries and Frameworks - A library in Python is a group of pre-bundled code you
can use to extend the functionality of the language. In addition to the libraries, you'll
need to know the frameworks. Think of a framework as the engine. A framework can
live on it's own, a library needs a language. The most famous framework is Tensorflow.
This is Google's framework for building artificial neural networks. The pic below has a
few common libraries.

The question I see often is... how do I get their without being in an IT role? There is no easy answer. My
suggestion is that do whatever you can to attain an entry level role. Common entry level IT roles are
data analyst roles and help-desk roles. The data analyst role is good choice because you get hands on
experience using SQL. It's not so great because most companies don't treat it as an IT role. A help-desk
role is great because you attain an understanding of how IT shops operate. The bad part about a helpdesk role is that the role will rarely use SQL.
Without SQL skills, I guarantee you'll have a hard time working in the applied space.
The barrier to entry in this space is high. Without basic technical skills, you'll have a hard time making is
past most phone screens.
Here's a real-world example. I was consulting for a company who hired a PhD level data scientist. His
resume was great but he couldn't perform the most basic IT functions. He couldn't RDP into a server.
He used improper nomenclature when asking for the most basic things. He didn't know how to map a
drive. He didn't know how to craft the most basic queries to retrieve the data he needed for his
models. That means another developer had to author the queries for him. That didn't make the
developers happy at all. The people around him are pressing for the company to get rid of him. This is
a bad situation for everyone.

There are two ways to avoid this. You start at the bottom and work your way up. You work for a larger
company where you're isolated and protected from IT. It's no secret that many top level data scientists
that work at Google, Microsoft… other top companies are coddled. I recently worked on a project at
Microsoft with several of their data scientists and while their theoretical background of those I worked
with was top-shelf, their real-world technical acumen wasn't.
Great. So how do you get started?
1. Set some realistic expectations.
2. Get a job working in an IT shop or as a data analyst. Any role you can use SQL in the
real-world is a great role.
3. Learn SQL. In the applied space most data related tasks are SQL centric.
4. Learn Python and the core ML libraries. Stay away from deep learning for now.
5. Attain some basic cloud skills.
In conclusion, the approach you take will depend on you. You are responsible your career and I'd
suggest spending some time becoming familiar with this space prior to making a decision. There is no
easy path. Think about it for a second. Why would a company be willing to shell out 200K or more if
the role was easy to do? They wouldn't. If you've made up your mind and are want to become a
machine learning engineer and work in the real-world then bookmark this site.
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I have been learning Data Science and Machine Learning for the past few months and what I have
learnt is that for Machine Learning it is upto what perspective you will study it from. Finally, you have to
code up Machine Learning models to make predictions or you have to derive crucial insights from data.
1. If you have a lot of time to study and you want to explore it to the fullest, you can
start with the Mathematics part, with Linear Algebra, Probability, Statistics. Once clear
with the Mathematics part, you can start with coding(or you can do it simultaneously
as well). This type of learning would help one to get all concepts and understanding
the Mathematics and working behind the Machine Learning Algorithms which will
boost you when you get into the coding part.
2. If you don’t have a lot of time to study in depth, you can just look at the working
behind the Machine Learning Algorithms, which could be a bit tough if you don’t
know the Mathematics behind it but still one can do it. And then you can move into
coding.
Machine Learning is not Mathematics. Mathematics is a part of the whole Machine Learning Pie. If you
are asking this question with respect to a job change, learning the coding part becomes more
important as you would have to code up in your job where knowing the in and outs will not matter

much. For coding, you can go with SQL and Python. SQL is the most in demand and the most
underrated. Out of Python and R, Python is preferable if you have to make predictions. For drawing
insights and visualizations, R is better.
Hope this helps!
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Related Spaces (More Answers Below)

Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning current research and trends

Applied Data Science 1
Practical data science projects help and discussion

AI Trends
Its about AI latest tech and news

Creative Programming
From novice to advanced the creative process in programming computers.

Machine Learning
ML content for practitioners. Submissions welcome but please read guidelines.
Follow
153.3K

RDW's Online Learning
We offer tech, writing and communication services for everyday people.

ABC of DataScience and ML
We are here to discuss the basics of ML and Data Science.Any Question,Answer!

Artificial Intelligence 62
AI is leading many of our technical industries.

Learning languages
Tips to help you improve the language learning.

Deep Learning
Tearing Down Data for AI, ML And Deep Learning😄

Math Resources
Math discussions and free resources for educators that can be used in lessons

Machine Learning: ML AI
Clever questions, answers, post on machine learning and artifical intelligence

Data science must needed
The best content in data science

Big Data Analytics - DB
big data, data stream, Analytics, Databases, data lake, data storage, databases

The magic of Python
The tips and tricks of Python, the computer programming language for engimeering

Data Analytics or EnGines
This is a space meant for those who enjoy speculating and Data Science/

Better Programming
Advice and tutorials for programming and everything that goes with it.

Become a Great Programmer
Almost anyone can become a great programmer. This is your How To Guide.

Python Programming
Programming in Python2 & Python3 - including libraries/Frameworks

Fastest Python Codes
Collection of Fastest Python Code Snippets. Share your best Python Codes here.
Follow
7K

Love Programming
Do you love Programming? If you do, let’s share your programming ideas here.

Python Beginners
An introduction to Python, Programming, and the Standard Library

Learn Deep Learning
Know all about Deep Learning and learn about it from a wide source of Quora.

Computers!
All about computers and science and engineering.

Information Technology
Any news/information, tutorials on IT, Technology.

Trending Cybersecurity
Trending news items from digital security, and commentary on them

Technological Ideas
This space is for those who're new or who've already advance in technology.

BOT CLUB
Let's talk about all the useful bots in the market

Coder vs. Coder
A new competitive programming link every day

CyberSecurity
Know all about CyberSecurity and secure your digital data.

Algorithms
Mindblowing algorithms & interview prep 📗
Follow
119.4K

Thinking Cybersecurity
A spot to collect useful tips for blue team, sole practitioners and the paranoid

Applied Mathematics
We're moving from pure to applied mathematics that's applicable in real life.

Tech Insider
Everything you need to know in Tech

Python Web Frameworks
Find out more about Django, Flask and other Python frameworks.
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As a newbie, many people will tell you to join different online courses, that it is also okay to do online
courses but you can’t learn machine learning that way because of its nature. I personally learnt it by
practicing the stuff for years and years.
I read a lot of journals paper from Google DeepMind. You can start from learning deep learning
machine and then gradually move to support vector machine, hierarchal clustering and k-mean
clustering.
The last thing, it is not all mathematics but a good chunk of it is mathematics. hope that will help.
Good Luck!
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How do I learn mathematics for machine learning?
What are the most important mathematical topics to learn for machine learning?
What is the starting point to learn machine learning for a non-technical person?
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Yes to really understand machine learning there is no short cut.
You will need to learn a lot of mathematics. Here are some of the most fundamental building blocks.
1. Calculus
2. Linear Algebra
3. Probability and statistics
4. Optimization.
Related Questions
How do I learn mathematics for machine learning?
What are the most important mathematical topics to learn for machine learning?
What is the starting point to learn machine learning for a non-technical person?
How do I learn machine learning without learning all the math and theory?
Can I learn Machine Learning or AI as being Average in Mathematics?

What starting materials on Machine Learning would you recommend to a beginner? You can assume I
already have a strong background in mathematics and coding.
How do I learn machine learning when my math is very rusty?
What was your path to learning machine learning? How did you start? What math and theory did you
learn?
What mathematics are required to start machine learning courses?
How do I learn machine learning, and where can I practice it?
How do I learn machine learning as a beginner?
Where do I start to learn math from scratch and to prepare myself for Machine Learning career? Could
you tell me in order what to learn math?
What are the steps to start learning Machine Learning? Kindly list all the steps like mathematics and
extra thinks to be learnt.
How difficult is it to learn Machine Learning and AI .Where should I start, is knowledge of mathematics
necessary for it?
What are the best sources to learn mathematics for machine learning?

